From Electronic Warfare Technician to future Interior Designer, Amy Rojas has had an interesting life in her short 34 years.

Entering SAC as a non-traditional student in Spring 2016, Amy decided to enroll in the architecture program after learning it was the first step to earning a degree in interior designer.

After high school, Amy attempted higher education, but never quite found her stride. With advice from her USAF retired parents, she enlisted in the Air Force where she served our country for nearly nine years.

“We had really cool missions,” she said. “But it wasn’t my passion.”

After touring the world and living in Okinawa, Japan for a year after separating from the military, Amy relocated to San Antonio.

Although she was born in Tampa, and has lived in a multitude of places including Germany, Japan, Georgia, South Carolina, Mississippi, and Las Vegas, she considers her parent’s adopted hometown of Panama City Beach “home.”

Amy plans to attend UT Austin to pursue a degree in Interior Design, but she knows just how special her time at SAC has been. “I’m so grateful for this program; it has changed my life.”

Amy is witty, tenacious, honest, loving, intuitive, spiritual and SAC PROUD.